Introduction and Act 1 : The Early Days

From Sayers Creek to St Andrews Dock;
An alternative history of folk music & England
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Introduction

Hello!
This evening we will recreating a thousand years of history in
performance using words, images and the songs of the times.
We will be attempting to tell the story of England through its folk
music not from the point of view of Kings, Queens and great
Generals but through the eyes of the ordinary people.

Because much of the subject matter is extremely serious and heavy
in nature, we will be using a little bit of black humor to lighten the
proceedings and, you may well notice that some prominent people
have had a change of gender. Hopefully by the end of the
performance, we may make some of you question the history we
have all been taught at school and maybe you will want to dig a
little deeper into certain events we portray. If you do then we will
have achieved our aim.

As the event is about folk music we hope you will treat the
performance much as you would a folk session at say the Minerva
or Whittington & Cat. That is, if you fancy going for a drink, it’s ok
to do so and, if you fancy joining in on any of the choruses, please
do so! In fact, some of the songs will only work with your
participation!

Also, you may notice some strange aromas wafting about the hall,
do not worry, these are all part of the performance!
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Finally, a short definition of what I mean by folk music. You may not
be fully aware but before the mid 1800’s the term folk music did not
exist. The phrase come from Germany and was coined from the
work volk meaning people.

In fact, up to the restoration of the Monarchy in England in 1660, it
can be argued that there only secular and non-secular music.
Following the Restoration, we see the development and separation
of art music to the upper classes (classical music to you and me).
The music I am concerned with is that which ordinary people (like
you and me) might recognize and sing.
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Act 1: The Early Days

In 937AD at the battle of Brunanburgh, King Aethelstan of Wessex
forged a new kingdom called England.

Anglo-Saxon England was rich and well ordered. It had the most
sophisticated laws and culture in Western Europe and its
manuscripts were highly prized. Kings were elected and because its
social structure was far looser than today, social mobility was
possible.

However, such a well ordered and rich Country did not go
unnoticed and Anglo-Saxon England’s development came to a
shuddering halt in the Autumn of 1066.
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The exiled Earl Tostig, brother of the newly crowned King Harold
invaded with the assistance of the foremost warrior of his age, King
Harald Hardrada of Norway.

On 20th September 1066 a large battle took place at Fulford near
York. Then five days later again at Stamford Bridge. The English
despite ended up victorious but lost many thousands of men in
both battles and, significantly, lost the use of their cavalry and
archers for the next encounter at Hastings.

Harald Hardrada and Tostig had invaded with 300 ships, the
survivors setting sail for Orkney and home in just 24 ships from a
place the Orkney Sagas called Hrafnseyr, which was Sayers Creek,
modern day name The River Hull. Thus, the last Viking army to
invade England departed from Hull.
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Historian and Oxford University Professor Chas Jones picks up the
story:

For 240 years the North of England had strong ties to Denmark and
Norway and regarded itself as closer to Scandinavia than Wessex.
This is still evident in our place names and much of our language.
According to Norwegian musicologist Karie A. Lie the English song
Mon Mei Longes Lives Weene dates from the 11th century. The song
appears to link the cultures of both England and Norway.

Song: Mon Mei Longese Lives Weene – Chris Start note D
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Man mai longe lives weene
Ac him lighet of the wrench;
Vair weder oft went into reene -Veerlich maket hit his blench.
Thervore, man, thu thee bithench;
Al ssel valewi thi greene.
Weilawei! nis king ne queene
Thet ne ssel drink of deathes drench.
Man, er thu vall of thi bench,
Thi seen aquench.

No mai strong ne starc ne keene
A[gh]ee deathes wither-clench,
[Ne] yung ne ald, ne briht and sseene
Al he rivet an his strenth.
[Vor] vox and veerlich is his wrench.
No mai no man theerto[gh]eene,
Weilawei! ne threat ne beene,
Meede ne list ne leeches drench.
Man, let senn and lustes stench;
Wel do, wel thench.
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Three weeks later on October 14th 1066 a depleted Anglo-Saxon
army faced an alliance of Normans, Bretons, Friesians and
mercenaries led by William the Bastard Duke of Normandy.

We will now, with your help, recreate the opening of the opening of
the Battle of Hastings…….
Song: Rolandskvadt – All the HFC (HOOT, HOOT ETC)
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Rolandskvadt – phoenetically

Sex minay veener hymer vera gyome gulley balday
Die andrey sex por hydelango gyome dey jarni kalday

Ria dey oot o Franklander med dyer dross y sardey
Blessey lurey, Olifant pa Roncharvollen

Sloogest dey oot pa Ronchavellen Y dagane twa or trio
Da fixe shuli skinay byart for raysinger mon ay bluday
Ria dey oot o Franklander med dyer dross y sardey
Blessey lurey, Olifant pa Roncharvollen

Roland a setay a bluday munday blas han y med vrieed
Da ree ai o est randestii y trio de leeday

Ria dey oot o Franklander med dyer dross y sardey
Blessey lurey, Olifant pa Roncharvollen

Ria dey oot o Franklander med dyer dross y sardey
Blessey lurey, Olifant pa Roncharvollen
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After the defeat at Hastings the English set up a prolonged
resistance lasting 10 years but found William to be vicious and
unforgiving. Reprisals against the North of England led to
starvation and many villages being laid waste.
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Extract from the Yorkshire section of the Domeday Book:
‘’The Land of Count Mortain. Egton – now it is waste, Mulgrave
Castle – now it is waste, Goldsborough – now it is waste, Ellerby –
now it is waste, Mickleby – now it is waste, Borrowby – it is waste,
Aislaby – now it is waste, Grimesbi – it is waste’’

The Normans imposed a rigid class structure and built many
castles to subjugate the people.
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In 1087 the Conqueror died. The words allegedly spoken by him on
his deathbed being given by Oderic Vitalis as:

It is perhaps worth noting that even today between 25% and 40% of
Englands wealth is still owned by the descendants of the followers
of the Conqueror.

The following song reflects on happier times and is sung in Old
English.
Song: Mirie It Is – the HFC and Lyre
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Mirie it is (phoenetically)

Myree it is, while summer ee last
With foo-gel-ays song
Ok nu nec-teth vindes blast
And veder strong
Eye! What this nikt is long
And ick, withwell mikel wrong
Sorrey and murn and fast
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Early English Music
Victorian folk song collector Sabine Baring Gould quoting Norman
Chronicler Wace gives a somewhat fictitious account of English
music at the court of King Arthur.
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Often regarded as the first English folk song of note, here Sumer is
y cumen in is sung in Middle English.
Song: Sumer is y cumen in – HFC and Lyre
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Sumer is y cumen in (phoenetically)

Sing cuckoo nu, sing cuckoo
Sing cuckoo nu, sing cuckoo

Sumer is ee cumen in
Ludey sing cuckoo
Growth sed
And bloweth med
And springeth wood a new
Sing cuckoo
Urey bleyteth after lomb
Loaf after calve the coo
Bullock sterteth
Buck everteth
Murieth sing cuckoo
Cuckoo, cuckko
Noo well singeth cuckoo
Nor swikka thou niver nu

Sing cuckoo nu, sing cuckoo
Sing cuckoo nu, sing cuckoo
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The Peasants Revolt
In his book ‘Folk Song in England’’ A.L Lloyd writes:

Song: The Cutty Wren – HFC

(F sharp start note)

The Cutty Wren

Oh where are you going? said Milder to Moulder
Oh we may not tell you! said Festel to Fose
We're off to the wood! said John the Red Nose
We're off to the wood! said John the Red Nose

And what will you do there? said Milder to Moulder
Oh we may not tell you! said Festel to Fose
We'll shoot the cutty wren! said John the Red Nose
We'll shoot the cutty wren! said John the Red Nose
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And how will you shoot him? Said Milder to Moulder
Oh we may not tell you! Said Festel to Fose
With bows and with arrows! Said John the Red Nose
With bows and with arrows! Said John the Red Nose

Oh how will you cut him up? said Milder to Moulder
Oh we may not tell you! said Festel to Fose
With knives and with forks! said John the Red Nose
With knives and with forks! said John the Red Nose

And who'll get the spare ribs? said Milder to Moulder
Oh we may not tell you! said Festel to Fose
We'll give them all to the poor! said John the Red Nose
We'll give them all to the poor! said John the Red Nose
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The invention of the printing press revolutionised the transmission
and spread of songs.
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Song: Two Corbies – sung by Tom Gaynard
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